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Abstract

What do humanities bring to the study of communi-
cation? What concept of humanities can help us un-
derstand communication? Do communication stu-
dies belong to the humanities or to the social scien-
ces field? In spite of a recent turn in communication
research towards empirical data that seems to be sup-
ported by a generation of young researchers, com-
munication sciences have almost always maintained,
in their many branches, the existence of critical ap-
proaches highlighting a powerful link to the role of
language and symbols and their many connections
to social structures, placing particular emphasis on
the phenomena of meaning and relation. Human life
is essentially a life of meaning, of reflexive thought
and communication. My hypothesis involves consi-
dering this concern with relation as a social pheno-
menon as what distinguishes it epistemically. I also
believe that this distinction involves extensive atten-
tion on the nature of the human, helping maintain a
productive bridge with humanities and culture.

Issues such as the role of symbols in social life
are related to the constitution of subjectivity and the
transmission of cultural heritage in life-world, brin-
ging questions concerning truth, rationality, the con-
ditions necessary for autonomy of the self and the
nature of human agency to an on-going theoretical
debate.

Following this tradition, attempts are made to
establish communication as a discipline which finds
its foundations in the concept of mediated interac-
tion and as the discipline that expresses the relati-
onal nature of human agency. Following this pers-
pective, the field of communication studies, in a so-
mewhat similar way to cultural studies, has redefined
itself by dealing with new cultural approaches, with
the help of American cultural studies (particularly
James Carey), critical theory, hermeneutics, symbo-
lic interactionism, and critical realism as theoretical
keys to unveiling the dialogue between humanities
and social sciences that crosses through the commu-
nications field.

I

THE communication studies field is a privileged one for understanding some controversial ap-
proaches to the delimitation of social sciences and humanities. The polysemy of the con-

cept sometimes raises difficulties in understanding what “communication” means when we use it.
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Communication departments and research centres are diversified, heterogeneous spaces where one
can observe multiple sets of objects and world-views, theoretical frameworks and methodologies.

For instance, in the United States, the National Communication Association (NCA) is defined
as the association that “advances communication as the discipline that studies all forms, modes,
media and consequences of communication through humanistic, social scientific and aesthetic
inquiry. Indeed, in many ways, NCA and its members constantly negotiate the duality of commu-
nication as both a social science and a humanities discipline” (Parry-Giles, 2013).

One theoretical categorisation, influenced by naturalist epistemology, turns the communication
process into a linear one, adjusted to a unilateral vision of manipulation by hegemonic holders of
power. Communication is seen as exerting the unilateral imposition of messages that aim to con-
solidate the power of ruling classes. This approach makes the reception process a one-dimensional
determination of meaning by agents endowed with symbolic power. The elite theories of power
and democracy insist on dismissing legitimacy and recognition as crucial concepts in the interpre-
tative and hermeneutic process.

Bringing the problem to the current days, the neoliberal logic of governmentality seems to
avoid any reference to recognition or legitimacy, closing the path to normative claims. Indeed,
neoliberal discursive practices bring a conception of communication in which the ethical and poli-
tical dimension of the struggle for recognition is largely banned, with severe impacts on collective
life. The neoliberal logic applied to communicative processes minimises inquiries on the legiti-
macy or illegitimacy of their processes, preferring to ask for efficiency and skills that are suitable
to obtaining certain effects: success or failure replacing the question of the legitimacy and meaning
of the practices used (Foucault, 6; 14; 21; 23; 40; 44).

It is justifiable to call attention to the resemblance between logical positivism and the way elite
theories and neoliberal approaches seek expression in terms of a particular focus on contradiction
and inconsistency (Foucault, 2008: 33). The multiplicity of voices, particularly their diversity and
the reciprocity of contradictory claims, is seen as an entropic element that disturbs the efficient
transmission of data. The epistemological grounds of communication sciences are far from being
indifferent, bearing in mind an extensive discussion on the very nature of communication and
its democratic role. The positivist advocacy for the extension of methods from natural sciences
to the study of human social life is linked to strategies of power, dismissing forms of critical
understanding. In fact, some variants of positivism rephrase metaphysics in a scientific language:
they are not just concerned with giving accounts of the nature of the world, but they also derive
authoritative norms for human conduct. They provide rules of conduct to follow for accepting
some kinds of institutional arrangements rather than others (Benton and Craib, 2001: 46). They
become unable to understand the plurality of forms of reasoning that cross the communicative
process.

In their everyday discourses, the elite and functionalist theories are strangely similar to other
ideologies that claim the status of science, considering the economic factor as the dominant one for
explaining politics. In all these approaches, there are considerable shadows obscuring the complex
dimensions of the communicative process, reducing it to a narrow sender-receiver paradigm of data
transmission. Even more strangely, those successful theoretical efforts from elite theory emerge at
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a time in the zeitgeist when the strong idea of the network seems to be key to understanding social
reality.

In my view, the only perspective that brings autonomy to the communication field, allowing
it to embrace all the dimensions of the communicative process, is one that acknowledges inter-
subjective experience and mediated interaction as the proper objects of the communication studies
field.

As John Carey says: “Whatever the details of the production and reproduction of social life,
it is through communication, through the intergraded relations of symbols and social structure,
that societies, or at least those with which we are most familiar, are created, maintained, and
transformed” (Carey, 1989: 109–10). So, “Communication, through language and other symbolic
forms, comprises the ambiance of human existence” (Carey, 1989: 24).

While the domination model of social experience oversimplifies cultural transactions, which
always contain elements of collaboration, dialogue, ritualised sharing or interaction, a “progress”
model alongside it that lies in a fetishist approach to technology may be similarly reductive, mas-
king a rationale for established ways of thinking and underestimating the individual and interactive
dimensions of culture.

In order to circumscribe the domain of communication studies, one must consider the commu-
nicative process not as the transmission of symbols but as a human activity that aims to build and
change its environment in order to give it a human meaning.

Communication may be understood as the essence of social relations and society, which are
not just something held together by the “glue” of communication but build up communication
themselves. Society is a network of symbolic connections. This very concept of a human being
acting in the world, not as a solipsistic agent, is the one that suits a communicative approach to
the phenomenon of society (and not vice-versa). At the same time, it demands a style of reflection
that involves a dialogue with humanities, insisting on the primacy of relation. It was not by mere
chance that Mrs. Thatcher firmly stated her strong sociological convictions: “There is no such
thing as society. There are individual men and women, and there are families” (Woman’s Own, 3
October 1987 cit. in Clark, 2005: 51).

In this perspective, the communicative approach will lose its density, narrowing communica-
tion to the process of data transmission among isolated individuals.

This resilience of the metaphysical approach to society is described by Norbert Elias:
“understood either as a mere accumulation, an additive and unstructured collection of
many individual people or as an object existing beyond individuals and incapable of
further explanation. In this latter case the words available to us, the concepts which
decisively influence the thought and action of people growing up within their sphere,
make it appear as if the single human being, labeled the individual, and the plurality
of people conceived as the society were two ontologically different entities” (Elias,
2001: vii).

Against this ontological difference, Elias claims:

“each individual person is really tied; he is tied to living in permanent functional
dependence on other people; he is a link in the chains binding other people, just as all
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others, directly or indirectly, are links in the chains which bind him. These chains are
not visible and tangible in the same way as iron chains. They are more elastic, more
variable, more changeable; but they are no less real, and certainly no less strong. And
it is this network of the functions which people have for each other, it and nothing else,
that we call "society". It represents a special kind of sphere. Its structures are what
we call "social structures". And if we talk of "social laws"or "social regularities", we
are referring to nothing other than this: the autonomous laws of the relations between
individual people.“(Elias, 2001: 16)

And finally:

“The image of men that we need for the purpose of sociological studies cannot be the
one from the singular person, the Homo sociologicus. It must be the image of persons
in the plural; obviously, one must begin with a picture of a multitude of persons, each
one of them, being an open and interdependent process.” (Elias, 1980: 132).

In accordance with this perspective, communication scholars have as their object the encoun-
ter, the environment, the mutual recognition and the common focus on the communicative action
as an independent variable. The human relation is, in fact, the indispensable condition to the fun-
damental historicity of the human being (cf. Elias, 2001: 55). Even ontological individualism,
for which the world studied by the social sciences is made up of individuals interacting with one
another, is not adapted enough to get the deep sense of networked individuals. Social action, ac-
cording to Weber, is meaningful action directed towards the other. Methodologically this means
an approach to verstehen (empathy) as the key word to understanding the meaningful dimension
of human action and sociability.

However, individuals interacting are still individuals with respective ties and connections, sug-
gesting a kind of sociability that finds its starting point in individuals.

This kind of ontological individualism, followed by Max Weber (1989) and phenomenologi-
cally refined by Alfred Schutz (1967, 1975, 1976), is better adjusted to understand the communi-
cative dimension of the social world and opens a theoretical path that is more driven by symbolic
systems, enabling a focus on meaningful action.

Going a step further, Elias’ thought (one could add the theoretical influence of the herme-
neutical thought, symbolic interactionism and theoretical attempts by Apel, 2000, and Habermas,
1987, 1989, 1995) does not accept the idea of individuals and society as different entities: in spite
of the importance of understanding the subjective point of view so extensively highlighted by both
Weber and Schutz, one must bear in mind that subjectivity does not work as an essence or a black
box but as something that can only be understood in the interaction with the Other.

Developing the question of interpretation, symbolic interactionism means that people act on
the basis of the meaning that objects have for them, which is developed through social interaction
and modified through interpretative processes employed in further interaction (Blumer, 1969). Fi-
nally, hermeneutics (for instance, Gadamer, 1992) highlights and emphasises the historicity of
Being. History (culture and tradition) takes precedence over the individual. The hermeneutical
process assumes a merging of horizons. In a surprising move, Habermas finds in language not
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a moment of potential domination but a place of critical activity and claims for legitimacy. Lin-
guistics is the key to overcoming the philosophy of conscience still shared by Weber and Schutz.
Giddens (1996) maintains that it is easier to support the importance of reflexivity starting from
perspectives such as those supported by Mead (1969), Wittgenstein, Heidegger (1995) and Gada-
mer (1992). One interesting approach comes, finally, from critical realism (Bhaskar 2008, 2008-b),
which describes knowledge as a process that demands the intervention of means of representation.
Knowledge works as an achievement. Despite their independence from reality, current beliefs
are always open to correction in light of cognitive work, including observation, experimental evi-
dence, interpretation and theoretical reasoning. Metaphor and analogy are part of the cognitive
process.

Going a second step further (bearing in mind, for instance, the work of Bruno Latour, 2012),
all the meaningful encounters among human beings or between human beings and nature take
place in an environment made possible by a technical device or medium. Differently from all
the beings and animals that find their territory as their environment, human beings when newly
born are unable to interact with other humans in a concrete territory. The only way that humans
have to survive on this planet depends on the chance to invent artificial devices to build a human
environment, their own world of technical objects.

Even when face-to-face, humans must use the technical device of language, the first and only
medium that allows humans to mutually interact. The symbolic process is the one that explains the
hominisation process. Hominisation means the attribution of meaning to objective and subjective
worlds. That attribution of meaning is the phenomenon labelled as “culture” and involves not
only living human beings but the existence of interactions with devices and tools. Even in the
actor-network theory, this does not mean in any way a call for a post-human identity. Drawing
on authors such as Gehlen (the emphasis on the technical nature of mankind), Marx (focused on
labour as the key fact for understanding the human), Benjamin (studying the cultural impact of
technical reproducibility) and McLuhan (the media as extension of the human being), technical
agency is part of the very essence of the human.

Because of that, mediated interaction is the object of communication studies. Media are essen-
tial to producing our common human world. Mediated interaction is an essential need for human
life to build a human environment. It is at once an anthropological fact that explains the nature
and specific differences of human societies.

It is likely because of this particularly concern that communication sciences are partially res-
ponsible for social sciences’ renewed interest in language and culture and vice-versa. Communi-
cation sciences are intrinsically responsible for building a bridge between social sciences and the
theoretical questions often addressed by humanities, having brought to light the importance of cul-
ture and meaning and, consequently, the importance of hermeneutics and interpretative methods.
The following issues are found to be central to any productive theory of communication: a) the
importance of symbols in the meaningful constitution of the social world, b) the importance of
communicative phenomena as a key element to understanding the meaning of social interaction,
social networks, human agency and social structures.

Following works from interactionism, critical theory, critical realism and hermeneutics, one
finds that human beings performed the communicational activity when they found themselves
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in the same environment, recognising each other as interaction partners, driving their attention
towards the same reality.

Also, the cultural approach, as it emerges from sociology of culture, philosophical anthro-
pology and cultural studies, is an important contribution that allows us to understand some key
elements essential to a communication theory. The contribution by Jeffrey Alexander (1998) and
other important Durkheim followers who emphasise the importance of his book Elementary Forms
of Religious Life, and by anthropologists, such as Clifford Geertz (2008), interested in the symbo-
lical dimension of social and cultural life, have brought fundamental insights to the understanding
of rituals and symbolism as social phenomena.

The concern with those issues has produced huge controversies. It is unlikely that a scientific
statement can maintain that the concern with symbols automatically, logically moves towards a
critical approach. During its long and controversial history, the field has split itself into different
paradigms that coincide with the distinction made by Habermas between instrumental and critical
knowledge.

In spite of those differences, communication is, probably, the field of studies where the life of
symbols has been most explicitly addressed as a study object. It is likely because of this visibility
that theoretical approaches and disciplines such as critical theory, hermeneutics, cultural studies,
phenomenology, and interactionism were so appealing to communication sciences and scientists.
Even at times of great influence by the media industry, when economic factors seem to determine
scientific research, those approaches remain strongly present, disturbing the quietness of a one-
sided field of study. The specific nature of communicative phenomena resists one-dimensional
glances, and even in functionalist contexts one finds a practical and theoretical difficulty in for-
getting and dismissing the irreducible difference of human meaning as crucial to understanding
social phenomena.

Communication studies demand a reflexive and hermeneutical gaze that enables the communi-
cative process to be understood as much more complex than a data transmission process. Without
that, communication will merely address the acquisition and training of skills for transmitting in-
formation data, following a sender-receiver paradigm that is too narrow to offer a comprehensive
overview of the communicative process. Likely because of this, the communication studies field
seems to be a good one for observing the tension between social sciences and humanities. Whi-
chever theoretical paradigm is embraced, the closer communication research is to a dialogue with
humanities, the more likely it will be to focus its inquiry on interactions among social agents,
attributing meanings to social action.

A social scientific inquiry that is more permeable to the phenomena of meaning will turn its
attention to questions generally addressed by humanities in the sense of Geistewissenchaft, empha-
sising verstehen at the expense of ecklaren and focusing its observation on study objects such as
encounters, language and culture, bringing interpretative, critical and hermeneutic methods to the
research of the processes of building a meaningful collective life. Meanwhile, a typical positi-
vist social scientific inquiry tends to see communication as a social effect, reserving theoretical
attention for explaining the type of causality between communication and society. In this kind of
approach, the symbol seems to lose its nature of independent variable, becoming instead a variable
that changes in a deterministic sense in correlation with social structures.
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Significantly, the turn to cultural, symbolic and linguistic theorising that arose within the so-
cial sciences has had only a limited impact on sociology, probably through the remaining impact
of American administrative research. In this sense, the bridge between cultural sciences and hu-
manities was built particularly in communication and cultural studies.

II

One key premise of a post-conventional communication theory is the a priori of communica-
tion in a broader sense. Communication exists, making the human life-world and human agency
possible. It really is a condition without which there would be no human agency, as it is a consti-
tuent part of the hominisation process.

Communication is fundamental to the existence of the social life-world. Without communi-
cation, there is no such thing as human sociability. Semantisation, that is to say the acquisition
and sharing of meanings, is fundamental to the humanisation process, i.e. the process that leads
to the emergence of human action, human agency, and human sociability. Communication has as
its fundamental feature the activity of mediated interaction with the Other and the world through
the use of media. Humans have forever struggled towards externalisation, building their world and
not merely being launched into the surrounding environment.

Communication also involves a particular concept of the social agent, which we may conceive
as a networked agent. It does not make any sense to speak of men considered individually. It
makes much more sense to think of each social agent in terms of a multitude or, even better, as a
network.

Communication involves a constant openness of social agents in direct agency with the social
and physical worlds. Because of that, labour and language are the main processes by which
men become men and the world becomes meaningful. The intersubjective process involves the
existence of a medium. Mediation is the central process by which man reaches the Other and the
natural world. Verstehen is understood as more than an empathic connection with the Other; it is
understood as the ontological condition of human life in society as such. Language is more than
a channel of practical everyday activity. Language above all expresses the human way of being in
the world (Giddens, 1991: 74).

The organisation of social narrative is crucial for social life. The production of meaning is
identified with the production of society. If communication exists there are unavoidable presup-
positions that guide linguistic exchanges between speakers and listeners in everyday processes of
communication in any language. Drawing on some Chomskian insights, one can believe that there
are universal competencies that are involved when social actors interact with the aim of achieving
mutual understanding (Cooke, 1998: 2). Those universal competencies are not the outcome of a
particular social context or any kind of political stage from a historical point of view. They are
part of a communicative process through which culture becomes a second skin for mankind.

Everyday language has an inbuilt connection with validity. Following Winch, to have a “me-
aning” means exactly the same as to be ruled by norms (cf. Winch, 1970; cf, Giddens, 1991:
60). No matter how profound the implications, the recognition that meaningful behaviour is ne-
cessarily oriented by norms needs some clarification (Giddens, 1991:61). There is an intrinsic
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connection between language and the normative world. However, one must include reflexivity in
the norms that rule social actors. So, following Habermas, “having meaning” is not only a matter
of being ruled. Linguistic interaction is also a matter of raising and responding to validity claims.
Linguistic utterances as they are used in the everyday process of communication may be cons-
trued as claims to validity: to the truth, to normative rightness, to the truthfulness of the speaker
(Habermas, 1998).

A theory that seeks to understand communicative action implies that the relationship of mutual
recognition has an inherent rational and argumentative dimension, implying the existence of a her-
meneutic process. The argumentation process is inherent to human speech. That means avoiding
a final answer and the subsequent existence of an on-going and never-ending process of open in-
teraction and argumentative dialogue. Bearing in mind the absence of a final and definitive world,
the issue of legitimacy remains crucial to the very functioning of the world. This explains the
established connection between the communicative process and the democratic and deliberative
process in the public sphere.

References to the democratic and argumentation process that has followed reflection on logos
since Ancient Greece pursue an understanding of the nature of political life. Surely, one must
not follow a one-dimensional path that reduces communication to elements of collaboration, of
dialogue, of ritualised sharing or interaction, avoiding conflict and domination. However, it must
be maintained that language induces a claim for mutual agreement.

These considerations highlight some reasons that explain some intrinsic difficulties that socio-
logy, or at least hegemonic sociology, has in understanding the communicative nature of society. It
is likely an intrinsic difficulty that has to do with social constraints characteristic of their fields of
research which demand that sociologists explain facts in a way that has focused on the institutional
level, dismissing the everyday life-world. Social sciences, most of the time, are oriented towards
symbolism when and only when symbols seem to be subordinated to the regularity of instituti-
ons. At its best, sociology has proficient epistemological demands when it agrees to discuss the
nature of the social itself. One example is that of Niklas Luhmann (1992), a sociologist who was
able to look to the symbols as a reality per se connected in systems of communication. However,
his extreme idealism involved an immanent tendency towards denying the human dimension, and
the status of protagonist in the process of forming meaning was given to self-referential systems.
There is also the example of Habermas, when he tried to extract competencies from universal lin-
guistics to form the grounds of a new theory of action that includes two possible ways of viewing
reality, giving predominance to lived everyday interaction or institutional regularities.

When the social sciences question action, human subjectivity and the meaningful make-up of
society they get closer to an intense and productive dialogue with humanities, particularly with the
fields of social philosophy and epistemology. Not necessarily by chance, Habermas and Luhmann
question sociology using investigation of communicative processes as a starting point. This the
only way of continuing with the epistemological research that goes to the theoretical heart of
human and social sciences. So the communication field will go on dealing with humanities and
with the part of social sciences that questions the limits and nature of the human.

Finally, it seems that research on the new paths of capitalism labelled as the information society
more than ever needs a theoretical effort that considers the empirical forces that seem to constrain
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research. In the midst of new energising forces that boost the information society, scholars can
no longer be either intellectuals closed in an ivory tower or competent reproducers of empirical
studies that add empirical proofs for hypotheses that are often relatively obvious.
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